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Lecturer takes two looks at freedom

by Carrie Maples

Dr. James H. Cone of Union Theological Seminary spoke to a full house in Winants Auditorium last Thursday afternoon. Cone titled his lecture "Two Roads to Freedom: Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X."

Cone opened by saying the two men were, "two people who mean a great deal to me. I think, "America." Cone then quoted King, "Freedom is free," and Malcolm, "The price of freedom is death." to illustrate their similarities and differences.

Cone said both men were, "searching for the freedom America Promised but never delivered." The two men just took different paths to the same goal.

"As during their lifetimes, it is the Martin and Malcolm enthusiasts who stress their differences." Cone said they are seen as saints and, "saints have no weaknesses, only temporary lapses in judgement to remind us that they are human," and we need to recognize their humanity.

Cone said, "We must see them as they saw themselves and each other" as complimentary viewpoints. "Their methods, though different, had the same goal, the unqualified liberation of the black people."

Cone explained why each took the direction they did saying, "The differences between Martin's and Malcolm's strategies were related partly to geography." King targeted the Southern Christian blacks while Malcolm aimed his attention at the Northern ghetto blacks.

King motivated people through his powerful faith. Non-violent protest was the only way for the Southern blacks who were a 10 percent minority. "Like King, I was born and reared there," said Cone.

"Faith in the God of the Bible as interpreted by the black church," said Cone, "led to an end of the fear." Cone quoted King saying, "Do the right thing, the rest is in God's hands." and explained that increased violence and fear equal increased faith for the blacks as it did for the Jews of the Warsaw Ghetto.

Malcolm appealed to the blacks of the northern ghettos. "He climbed out to become a Daniel for his people." Cone said of Malcolm who, "inspired Continued on pg. 2
Hope honors three alumni

Lloyd Lemmen

Lemmen has been practicing medicine for more than 25 years. He currently practices neurology two days a week in his office, spending the other three days - plus many weekends and evenings - at medical clinics in Muskegon, Grand Haven and Grand Rapids.

In 1964, Lemmen established a practice in Muskegon, and was for many years the area's only neurosurgeon. Consequently, he was on call duty all day, every day, and for 25 years he did not take even a single day off for illness.

He and his wife Ione, also a 1944 Hope graduate, have supported Hope College in many ways, such as through the Biology department's disease research in Ecuador, May Term programs, campus facility renovations, establishment of an endowed fund and establishment of a scholarship fund. Their four children also attended Hope College.

Daryl Siedentop

In 1984, he was awarded the prestigious "Juan Antonio Samaranch Award" for his research in sport pedagogy. The internationally-juried award was presented to him by Mr. Samaranch, the president of the International Olympic Committee, at the 1984 Olympic Scientific Congress.

In 1986, he returned to Hope as the inaugural speaker in the college's Presidential Lecture Series.

Also during Alumni Weekend, graduates from 10 classes will hold reunions on Friday and Saturday, May 4-5. Alumni from the classes of 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950, 1955, 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1975 will be returning to campus for the annual weekend's events. Members of the class of 1940 will be welcomed during a ceremony Saturday afternoon into the college's Fifty Year Circle by other graduates.

The Hope College biology department has for the fourth year in a row received a grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) that will fund joint student/faculty summer research projects. The $39,700 grant from the NSF will support 10 students from other institutions. Research opportunities for the students will be in the general area of environmental biology, including the levels of molecular and cellular biology, plant and animal physiology, parasitology and ecology and systematics.

Local News

Women studied May term

The Hope College Music Department's Student Concerto Aria Competition will be held in Dimnent Chapel at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, April 24. Accompanying the soloists will be the Hope College Orchesdra and Hope College Symphony. Dr. Robert Rice, conductor.

Featuring solists on this year's concert will include: Virginia Fort, a senior from Grand Rapids, as soprano; Paul Hellman, a junior from Detroit, as tenor; and Michael Hamann, a junior from Grand Rapids, as bass. The concert will be presented to him by Mr. Samaranch, the president of the International Olympic Committee, at the 1984 Olympic Scientific Congress.

In 1986, he returned to Hope as the inaugural speaker in the college's Presidential Lecture Series.

Also during Alumni Weekend, graduates from 10 classes will hold reunions on Friday and Saturday, May 4-5. Alumni from the classes of 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950, 1955, 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1975 will be returning to campus for the annual weekend's events. Members of the class of 1940 will be welcomed during a ceremony Saturday afternoon into the college's Fifty Year Circle by other graduates who left Hope more than 50 years ago.

The Alumni Weekend coincides with the college's May Term course "Topics in American Women's History: Public and Private Spheres.""
Maple trees to be planted for Earth Day

(HOPE) - Activities at Hope College in conjunction with national Earth Day will include the planting of two trees. Two sugar maple trees will be planted at Gilmore Hall on 10th Street near Columbia Avenue on Friday at 4 p.m. and Thursday evening, a staffed dedication of the symbolic anchors will feature a video program dealing with environmental issues.

Also, during the afternoon of Saturday, April 21 at Westshore Mall, the organization will staff a booth focusing on the conservation of trees. Several other groups with environmental concerns will also have booths at the mall.

According to Hemenway, EIG developed late in September as a direct result of issues raised during the college's 1989 Vienna Summer School. During the program, which Hemenway led, Hope students were exposed to environmental issues by several guest speakers, such as the head of the Green movement.

"Upon returning to the United States, four or five of the students remained interested in establishing a group that could play an active role in increasing environmental awareness and helping the environment. The organization has since grown to 25 active members, and meets weekly."

"Almost everything we've done has some connection with paper, trees and recycling," said Hemenway. Hemenway explained that he sees the group functioning as a catalyst - helping other organizations focus their desire to help the environment.

Other environmentally-oriented efforts at the college include the recycling of paper products, an initiative which started in January of 1988 with the college's administrative offices and has since expanded to other areas of campus, including student dormitories. Several members of the college's chapter of Mortar Board also participated in a statewide Mortar Board highway cleanup project last fall, collecting 23 bags of trash along US-31.

Anchor rededicated Saturday

(HOPE) - A rededication ceremony at Hope College marked the 25th anniversary of the dedication of the symbolic anchors that stand on the lawn facing Graves Hall.

The ceremony took place at the anchor which faces College Avenue between Graves Place and 10th Street, last Saturday.

The nine-foot, 1,790 pound Admiralty Anchor, a gift of the Bald Anchor, Chain and Forge Division of Boston Metals Company of Chester, Pa., was installed during the summer of 1963.

The anchor was presented to Hope students by members of the college's Nu Beta chapter of the national service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega, and was reportedly more than 100 years old at the time of installation.

"Usually painted white, the anchor is a popular victim during the rivalry that arises between Hope and Calvin College during the basketball season, and has been repainted maroon and gold several times through the years by Calvin students during late-night raids.

As the college's symbol, the anchor is tied to a statement made by the Rev. Alberthus C Van Raalte, founder of both Holland and Hope. In referring to the Pioneer School, predecessor to Hope College, Van Raalte said, "That is the Anchor of Hope for this people in the future."

The college's name, seal (which features an anchor) and motto ("Spera in Deo," for "Hope in God") are all derived from Van Raalte's observation. The anchor's stone pedestal is adorned with biblical verses that mirror Van Raalte's words: "We desire that everyone of you lay hold of the hope set before us, which hope we have as an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast" (Hebrews 6:11, 18, 19).

Officials consider Dirty Rotten Imbecils concert hazardous

"We're most upset that they didn't voice their concerns beforehand. Instead of working with us, they just took charge," Douglas said.

In February, University of Minnesota officials banned "rhythmic dancing" - and any bands that might inspire it - from one of their arenas after a piece of plaster fell from the ceiling during a January B-52s concert.

Douglas noted that at about the same time the Red Hot Chili Peppers - another group popular among slam dancers - performed at the UNM campus, and nobody was injured.

"People who slam dance know what they're doing. There are some injuries, but there are injuries with everything you do. Just look at football," said Douglas, who is a punk rock fan. "If you always get a few scrapes and bruises, that's part of the entertainment."

"We just heard the word 'punk' and got scared," charged Dianna Douglas of the Popular Entertainment Committee, which booked the band. "If they researched the band, they didn't do a very good job. None of the lyrics are offensive."

"We felt like it was a form of censorship," she added.

Dean of Students Gary Golden and Assistant Dean of Students Debbie Morris canceled the band's appearance, telling students that they were concerned about the university's liability. Neither returned phone calls to College Press Service.

UNM's liability concern is valid, an insurance expert says...

Any time a university sanctions an activity where there is the likelihood of an injury, it might indicate to the insurance company that the university is lax in its loss control," said Ronald Krauss of the New York-based American Insurance Association.

"However, it is only one very small part of a university's insurance," he added.

The University of Minnesota officials also banned "rhythmic dancing" - and any bands that might inspire it - from one of their arenas after a piece of plaster fell from the ceiling during a January B-52s concert.

Douglas noted that at about the same time the Red Hot Chili Peppers - another group popular among slam dancers - performed at the UNM campus, and nobody was injured.

"People who slam dance know what they're doing. There are some injuries, but there are injuries with everything you do. Just look at football," said Douglas, who is a punk rock fan. "If you always get a few scrapes and bruises, that's part of the entertainment."

"We just heard the word 'punk' and got scared," charged Dianna Douglas of the Popular Entertainment Committee, which booked the band. "If they researched the band, they didn't do a very good job. None of the lyrics are offensive."

"We felt like it was a form of censorship," she added.

Dean of Students Gary Golden and Assistant Dean of Students Debbie Morris canceled the band's appearance, telling students that they were concerned about the university's liability. Neither returned phone calls to College Press Service.

UNM's liability concern is valid, an insurance expert says...
Prospective officers voice answers

HEATHER SHOUP VP
If elected Vice President, I feel my responsibilities and goals would consist of the following. I would propose that a special column be written bi-monthly in the Anchor which would notify the students of what is happening on Student Congress. I also see my role as informing Student Congress representatives of meetings and making sure they receive minutes. Recording everything that happens on Student Congress is very important and that is why I would continue to keep up the archives. My other major responsibility would be working directly with the administration and the President of Student Congress. I would be conveying the student’s needs and wants to them. If the President was unable to attend a meeting, I realize I would also have to fill the position until the President returned.

The students need to come together and be aware of what is happening on the campus. I am willing to work on this so why not give me a chance by voting SHOUP on Friday

STEVE VANDER ROEST VP
I see the role of Vice President not solely to assist the President but much more. I think the biggest role is publicly to increase involvement and awareness of the student body. I strongly believe the essential ingredient to participation is knowledge. Also, an extensive experience with political organizations in high school, not only as President of the student council but also as an active student voice on the administration board. I have not had the opportunity to be a part of the student council at Hope College. I see this as an advantage, not a detriment. I not only have the experience of previous participation in similar organizations but also the sight and goals of the common student. I know what we hear and be more importantly what we don’t hear about what transpires at the meeting. It is my job to inform you and spark the participation that accompanies knowledge. This is my goal, through a newsletter or possibly a monthly letter. These things and more will quickly eat up this surplus. I see it as duty of the Comptroller to see that the money is used properly and in a manner consistent with the Appropriations Charter and in the students’ interests

JAMES O’NEAL COMP
The most important qualification that the Comptroller must have is that of conscientiousness. The Comptroller must be responsible, prudent, cautious and have many more attributes. The Comptroller is the chief financial officer of the Activities Fund which totals around $150,000 of the students’ money. I know that I don’t want my money wasted and you, the students, don’t want your money wasted either. It is the conscientiousness of the Comptroller that guarantees that every dime is put to good use. The Appropriations Charter sets down a guideline on the distribution of the Activities Fee that is to be strictly followed. Within the Charter, I would say that I want most of the money to go to the majority of students and that no money is wasted. The last part may seem like a dream but if the Comptroller and the Appropriations Committee do a good job this waste will at least be kept to a minimum.

The $20,000 surplus would virtually handle itself. Two previously funded organizations haven’t received their operational budgets. WTHS wants to add a $6,000 APE wire service. These things and more will quickly eat up this surplus. I see it as duty of the Comptroller to see that the surplus is used properly and in a manner consistent with the Appropriations Charter and in the students’ interests

SAMATHA GANO COMP
I believe the most important qualification to be Comptroller would be to have good management skills to keep control of the existing funds. My philosophy on the distribution of the Student Activities Fund is to have all student organization representatives that want the money available for activities on or off campus to attend a briefing. At this time the specific amounts of money and a listing of what areas and amounts the money (will be used for) can either be submitted in written form in a proposal with all existing expenses, or the organization can supplement a special project that has a campus-wide significance, such as a campaign to promote responsible drinking year round. An organization, such as BAG CHUS would be asking for money to do a rally, lazer-printed posters, t-shirts, mugs, etc. to support this project. I would handle a surplus of $20,000 for the next school year on:

1. A scholarship fund for needy students (not just minorities). This fund will be in addition to other financial aid, not in place of financial aid and package. 2. To donate money for a new Student Union or remodel the Student Union. 3. Put the money into an account and in investment plan so the scholarship fund (not necessarily a student scholarship fund) can be established yearly

Responses to the questions had to be under 225 words.

Write-in candidates will be accepted for all positions including the office of President where Brad Votava is currently running unopposed.

The anchor encourages all students to get involved in their government and vote during the day on Friday.
Keynote speaker to address campus access

(HOPE) - Hope College is now sponsoring its third annual Disability Awareness Week in an effort to promote understanding of persons with physical and learning disabilities.

Darlys Van Der Beek, director of disabled student services at the University of Michigan, will present the week's keynote address on Thursday, April 19 at 11 a.m. in Cook Auditorium of the DePree Art Center. Van Der Beek's presentation is titled "Stairs and Stairs: Access in Attitude and Architecture."

The public is invited, and admission is free.

The week’s activities began during the college’s morning chapel service on Monday with a wheelchair challenge which had members of the college’s faculty, staff and student body undergo a day-long disability experience.

The 30-minute video "Profiling Careers of Disabled College Graduates" was presented on Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the Mass Center conference room. The program addresses how 13 college graduates with a disability overcame various barriers in their careers.

Today through Friday, participants are able to simulate four different disabilities, including mobility impairment, visual impairment, hearing impairment and learning disabilities. There will also be an opportunity to gather information about a number of hidden disabilities.

The disability simulations will run on tonight from 9-11 p.m. in the lobby of Durfee Hall; on Thursday from 9-11 p.m. in the lobby of Dykstra Hall; and on Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the DeWitt Center Collegiate Lounge.

The week-long event will conclude Friday with an appreciation ice cream social under the glass in the Klets from 2-4 p.m. All interested parties are encouraged to stop by to review the week's activities.

Communications looks for print media prof

by Sunni Tenhor
staff writer

The Communication department is in the process of finding a full time print media professor. After advertising, Hope received over 30 applications.

Professor Ted Nielsen is in charge of organizing the interviews and keeping records of any input and feedback on each applicant. The applicants submit a resume, letters of recommendation and a statement of their philosophy of teaching.

Nielsen has invited three applicants to Hope College to take part in the interviewing process.

"I arranged a day schedule for them," Nielsen says. "They look at Hope and decide what they think and we look at them."

The applicants are kept busy during their stay at Hope. Besides meetings with other communication professors, there are interviews with President Jacobson, Provost Jacob Nyenhuis and the Dean for the Social Sciences, Nancy Miller.

The applicant also gets to meet with some communication majors, members of the Anchor editorial staff, and the publisher of the Holland Sentinel.

The applicants are asked to lead a communications colloquium presentation where students can evaluate the guest speaker. Last Wednesday, Professor Dennis Renner from Gannon University of Erie, Pa., spoke about the decision making process in journalism.

Renner has been a professor at Gannon for nearly 20 years. Renner is seeking a mid-career change where he can devote more of his teaching to topic of media, which is his specialty.

The criteria for the new professor is a person with a doctoral degree in communications, good public relations skills, involvement in print media and a working journalist.

Is Hair Loss A Family Trait?

It may not have to be!

Get the facts about Hair Loss and treatment options.

Thursday, April 19th
6:00 p.m.
Phelps Otte Room

• Free Videotapes
• Free Shampoo
Editorial
A call for action

Write a letter for a liberal education

Last week the campus buzzed with class discussions and infor-
mal bull sessions about the Danforth lecturer Dr. James H. Cone's
comment that Hope College is inherently racist.

Cone said any college or institution that has so little
acknowledgment of black history and accomplishments in its
curriculum is sending the message to millions of black people
that they are not important in a liberal arts curriculum. That,
Cone said, is racist.

Responses ranged from "Right on" to "But I love blacks" to
flat out "He's wrong." Whatever the response, Cone's words
made a stir and shook those who listened.

And then Cone went back to Union Theological Seminary
in New York City. He went back, just as Rev. Dr. Allan Boesak went
back to South Africa, they left a message to Hope College.
A message that is difficult to bear.

No one likes to be called racist or apathetic. But then there are
finals coming up and term papers are due daily for the rest of the
semester. Who has time to fight for change?

It is easier to push Cone's, Boesak's and the cries of Hope's own
multi-cultural students to the back of the priority list.

Cone recommended changing the curriculum to accommodate
the impact blacks and other minorities have had on America.
This is a practical first step toward a truly liberal (all-
embracing) education. The bureaucratic structure is already
in place to implement the change. The Academic Affairs Board
awaits a push from the tuition paying students for these changes
to the curriculum.

The problems are still great. But they are more surmountable
and reasonable than looking to the Admissions Department as a
scapegoat for not recruiting enough minority students.

Sometimes the anchor and other members of the student body
have looked to the administration or the Board of Trustees to
shoulder the blame for Hope College's silly white existence. But
the time for scapegoats is past.

Now that the students, faculty, administration and possibly
even the Board knows what can be, and should be, done for the
good of the College and the students' education it is time to do it.
But where is the time to do anything? Couldn't it wait till next
semester?

Yes, it could; it could if the Hope College community is willing
to settle for a second rate liberal arts education. It is absurd to
consider a liberal arts education well rounded if the students are
never exposed to black and hispanic culture. In graduate schools
as well as the business world, minorities are everywhere. To
not know something of their cultures is to be unprepared.

A liberal arts education is nothing if it does not prepare
students.

So this week take the time out to write one letter expressing
your opinion about changing the curriculum. Send this letter
through free campus mail to any of the following: President
Jacobson, Provost Nyezhus, Dr. Sander De Haan the chairper-
son of the Academic Affairs Board, or to Dr. A.N. Perovich the
chairperson of the Curriculum Committee.

The anchor is also more than willing to print some of these let-
ters.

By sending these letters to people of authority, the Hope com-
unity can be heard in one fine swoop. Let the College hear the
voices and opinions of each student, faculty member, staff per-
son, and administrator.

It is time for everyone as a part of Hope College to sacrifice
some time for our own good.

Letters to the Editor

Campus evils need stomping out

Dear Editor:

In last week's letter to the editor, a Hope student brought to
our attention three profound evils occuring on our campus. I
too, am appalled at the "annoy-
ing, spiked haired juvenile," "influx of students playing
games on the VAX, having fun in the library, or in the case of ex-
am week, even remotely enjoy-
ing themselves, will, on the first
offense, prepare an oral apology to
all of us more serious minded
students. On the second offense,
the fun-loving-computer-game-
VAX-hugging-lutinatics will be
asked to leave the College.

3. Any individual caught toss-
ing a cigarette will be required to
keep a daily tally on the number of
butts discarded outside the
library, thus relieving the burden
from those who otherwise must
waste valuable time counting the
offending butts when they could be
writing letters to the editor.

Thanks for your support,
Guy Cheney

Greek Council dispels myths about system

Dear Editor:

This is a letter on behalf of the Greek organizations here at Hope
College. There has been a great deal of rumor, concern, and ap-
prehension associated with sororities and fraternities here at
this Christian, liberal arts school. Many people feel that
such organizations do not belong within such an environment. We
hope to dispel some of the rumors and lessen the anxiety many feel
with this letter.

Since this letter concerns the Greeks here at Hope College, a
basic question that must be answered is: "What are frater-
nities and sororities?" One basic
answer is that we are groups of
friends. We enjoy doing things
together; things such as eating,
playing intramural games, sit-
ting around talking, and having
fun. When you meet a group of
people whose company you enjoy
Continued on pg. 7
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Philadelphia Semester opens closed Christian eyes

Dear Editor,

As I enter the final weeks of my semester in Philadelphia, I find myself looking ahead to my final year at Hope and reflecting on the time here.

This semester has been the greatest period of personal growth I have ever experienced. Philadelphia is a wonderful place. I will always cherish the memories of good times had here, as well as the challenges that helped me grow. However, big cities bear many evils. After suffering urban problems, I was ready to return home.

After experiencing the dull gray environment here, I long for the beauty of a Lake Michigan sunset and the thick green of the pine grove. After corn men, traffic from hares, exploitation, degradation, ugly pigeons, exhaust and noise, the thought of a smile from a fellow Dutchperson on the street and a walk through campus in a place where people believe God and the world, in the truest liberal arts sense, I return.

...to a place where people believe God and the world, in the truest liberal arts sense, I return. I long for the beauty of a Lake Michigan sunset and the thick green of the pine grove. After corn men, traffic from hares, exploitation, degradation, ugly pigeons, exhaust and noise, the thought of a smile from a fellow Dutchperson on the street and a walk through campus in a place where people believe God and the world, in the truest liberal arts sense, I return.

I wish to express that the following statements are not directed to Hope's students or faculty in general, but only to the many who will see themselves reflected in them. You know who you are.

I know what I can expect upon returning to Hope. After studying among people who are genuinely concerned with the equality of women and men, I return to a place where the present political-economic structure is enshrined, where people believe God and politics don't mix (please see Critical Issues Symposium - or were you asleep?).

I'm not sure where I go from here. Obviously, back to Hope. I wouldn't think of transferring because I wouldn't be able to write about these critiques. But concerning a society today, you probably know one or two. You may even have a friend or two. You may even have a friend or two, but there are many more. We try to be careful about who we allow into our organizations. The question is "Why?" There are a number of reasons. One is partially answered above, we try to find people who we feel could contribute to our fraternity or sorority's ideals, and who would, in addition, profit and grow from being part of such an organization. There are twelve organizations at Hope, six each for men and women. With the
Arts

Senior Art Show

Show gives final ‘toast’ to artists

karen ditko ann exo lisa flowers kelly rowland erik sales tom stryker chris valerio michelle vander velde

The Hope College Senior

Exhibition continues until May 6.

Ann Exo's sculptures decorate the staircase of the gallery with one piece (top) hanging above and 'Grace' (below, right) sitting underneath.

'3 times' by Tom Stryker is among the sculptures on display.
English duo finally makes mainstream breakthrough

by Bill Meengs

'The Language of Life' is the latest offering from the English duo who are Ben Watt and Tracey Thorn. They're a band that has been together for several years, but have just begun making a breakthrough into the mainstream. "The Language of Life" is the album that should make that breakthrough complete.

The sound of this album is very similar to what you would hear from groups like Swing Out Sister, early Chicago, and Sting's solo work. Everything But The Girl uses an electric jazz musical sound with a rock vocal laid down on top. This is a difficult task to pull off, as it takes not only accomplished jazz musicians to supply the music, but a talented vocalist as well. Fortunately for EBTG they've got plenty of talent to meet both categories.

To supply the music, EBTG recruited some of the best people in the business. Michael Landau, a session guitarist extraordinare, was pulled in to help out on six tracks, and he does his usual outstanding job. Landau is no slouch when it comes to credentials as he has worked with Chicago, Jon Anderson (of Yes fame), and Richard Marx.

EBTG also recruited highly touted jazz drummer Omar Hakim to play the drums on Anam Cara album. Hakim is best known for his jazz solo work, and his contributions to Sting's jazz-rock fusion solo albums. To round out the band, EBTG got top-notch tenor sax man Kirk Whalum, pianist Gonzalo Ferriante on piano, and Stan Getz on saxophone.

Thorn carries most of the vocals on the album with a strong direct voice. She's a good job doing the intensive through the song. Particular ly pleasing is the way she is able to play off the saxophone lines that are found on most tracks of the album. This shows up best on the tracks "Take Me" and "Me and Bobby D." Thorn's vocals weave in and out with thecountering saxophone lines of Kirk Whalum (who is extremely hot on both tracks).

"The Language of Life" is one of those albums that will grab your attention from the first listen, and gets better with each new listen. You really can't appreciate all that's going on with this album with only one listen. It is truly a polished effort and each new listen brings out another piece of the puzzle.

EBTG may only be two people but don't be fooled, the success of this album is directly related to who played during the session. Hakim's drum work simply cooks, as does the horn work by Getz, Whalum, flugel hornist Jerry Hey, and saxophonist Michael Brecker.

"Language" is a strong album overall, but its shining moments are the songs "The Road", "Take Me", "Me and Bobby D.", and "The single "Driving". This is one of those rare albums that is cool while it cooks. Look for some action from this on the Top 40 soon. It shouldn't take too long to break out. It is that good!
Lacrosse club runs Calvin into the ground

by Rochelle Anderson
sports editor

The Hope College Lacrosse club united as a team to defeat Calvin under the lights at the Holland Municipal Stadium last Wednesday by the score of 13-7. Under the new coach and alumnus Greg Relyea, the Flying Dutchmen swept victories at both the varsity and junior varsity levels.

An enthusiastic crowd braved the elements to view Hope’s first victory of the season. Hope scored the first goal within minutes of the opening face-off, but it was in the third quarter when Hope took control of the game. At half time, the score was tied at five and the fans ran to their cars to warm up.

Beginning the third quarter, Hope came out with determination not to let this game slip away. Within minutes of the start of the quarter, Senior Tom Theile hit the first goal of the half and Hope was off and running.

A few minutes passed, then junior Doug Henke took control of the quarter. Senior Tom Theile scored the first goal within minutes of the opening face-off, and after running behind the goal, he took a shot resembling those of Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and scored over three defenders. Calvin took a time out, but this did not stop the momentum Hope had gathered.

Hope’s defense was the key to the momentum they carried throughout the game. Hope stressed a “diamond defense...” and played it to perfection most of the time. By badgering Calvin’s offense, Hope stopped Calvin from maneuvering for a good shot. Mark Van Gendemen.

Andy outhouse and Lance Evert held the defensive line for Hope most of the game.

In the third quarter especially, Hope had sharp outlet passes which allowed the offense fast-break opportunities before Calvin could set up on defense. In three or four shots, crisp passes, Hope had the ball down to the other end with an opportunity to score. This pulled Calvin’s defense out of position and left wide gaps for Hope to run through.

Senior Mike Schanhals found one of these gaps and ran in towards the goal and took a shot. Everyone cheered, but the ball was found to be outside the net and the goal was not given. Calvin made critical mistakes during the third quarter and Hope capitalized on them. After Calvin was called for being in the crease, Hope received possession of the ball and a free “clear” downfield.

Over the next three minutes, Henke poured on the steam by firing three quick shots. Two of these found their mark and the third hit the goalpost hard enough for everyone in the stands to hear. Henke was the high scorer with four goals for Hope.

With the score 9-5 in Hope’s favor, Calvin called another time out. Calvin came out and drew Hope’s defense to one side allowing a Calvin player to go one-on-one with the goalie. The shot was off and Hope tightened their defense.

Hope barely took time to watch the snow start falling before Theile scored again. Their hard three goals for the night. As the third quarter was ending, Calvin managed to slip one in the net to make the score 10-6.

The fourth quarter found Hope scoring first again. Schanhals spun one around one of Calvin’s defenders and went one-on-one with their goalie. Calvin retaliated with their own goal, but it was the last one they scored.

The last two goals were scored by Henke and Schanhals. Schanhals threw the ball between the goalie’s legs to make the score 13-7 although Hope’s offense could not score in the last seven minutes. The defense played just as strong as they had the whole game. Key blocks by Craig Koller, Pat Cunningham and Greg Busch, who took a shot to the ribs, helped hold the Knights at bay.

Coach Relyea commented after the game. “Depth was definitely a key. We took away their momentum. He added “They (Hope) finally came together as a team. They needed to take time and think of what they were doing and that’s what they did.”

The entire team wanted to thank Chaplain VanHeest for his support throughout the year.

When asked what they had changed to improve over past performances, Schanhals replied, “We didn’t change anything. Greg (Relyea) took the responsibility of the coach who were playing too, so we were concentrating on our play.”

He added, “We wanted to play together so we played like a team.”

As the ball moves up field, Hope’s defense gets a chance to slow down during the Hope-Calvin game at the Holland Municipal Stadium.
Hope track teams breeze past Adrian

by Rochelle Anderson

The Hope College track teams doused Adrian during a dual meet last Wednesday at the Edkal J. Buys Athletic Fields. The women defeated the Bulldogs by a score of 109-32, while the men cruised past Adrian 172-29.

The men swept six events including the high jump, the 10 kilometer run, the pole vault, the 1600-meter run, the triple jump and the 200-meter sprint.

The hard cross wind prevented runners from breaking many records, but the field events did not have as much of a problem. Matt Buys broke his own record in the discus throwing 150 feet, 11 1/2 inches.

The men took first place in every event and manly competed against themselves. In the field events Steve Moore was a triple winner. He won the high jump clearing 6 feet 2 inches. He also took first in the long jump, jumping 20 feet 2 inches, and the triple jump, jumping 38 feet 10 inches.

Ken Kimes pole vaulted 13 feet 6 inches to win the event, while Karl Koelling threw 187 feet 4 inches with the javelin. Besides winning the discus, Buys won the shot, putting 44 feet 8 inches.

Another double winner was Phil Cratty, who won both the 100 and 200 meter sprints. His 100 meter time was 10.98 seconds while his 200 meter time was 23.07.

The women were just as successful as the men. The women carried eight events and had 13 first places. They gave up only four firsts to Adrian.

Double winners included Mary Beth Herrn and Amy Lantigua. Herrn won the 100 meter in 11.64 seconds and the high jump, reaching 4 feet 10 inches. Lantigua won the triple jump and the 400 meter run. She jumped 22 feet 7 1/2 inches and won the 400 in 74.65 seconds which was almost five seconds better then the next runner.

This Saturday the women head to Michigan State University, while the men travel to the Illinois Wesleyan Invitational.

Deal for any pink or mauve

FOR SALE: Nearly new pink carpeting for any dorm room. Pink ladder for lofts, and pink futon couch. Deal for any pink or mauve lovers.

OFF CAMPUS JOBS, needs students to work during Tulip Time May 14-19, 1990. Hours and days very flexible. Apply in person for an application.

APPROACHING LAVENDER

Directed by Marla J. Vaver

In this comic drama, Jenny, her sister Abigail, and their soon-to-be step-sister Wren, try to make sense of the jumble of confusing emotions brought about by the marriage of Jenny's father to Wren's mother.

F.M.

Directed by Stephanie Davidson

In this touching drama, a highbrow creative writing class, and their prim teacher, learn that there is a nugy wisdom behind, "appearances can be deceiving".

This sensitive drama approaches the questions involved with medical ethics, and how two fathers choose to deal with the issue in regard to health care for their children.
Earth Day 1990!

Join HOPE as we celebrate twenty years of Earth Awareness on Friday, APRIL 20th!

with:
- 4:00 Tree Planting Ceremony in front of Gilmore
- Music at ceremony featuring Eric Muiderman and Charlie Hoats.
- A week-long awareness beginning on Monday.

A REAL REASON TO CELEBRATE!!

LOVE YOUR EARTH SEE DOC HEMENWAY FOR MORE DETAILS, OR CALL X7616

THINK GLOBALLY
ACT LOCALLY

Enjoy the benefits of becoming an Olsten Temporary:
• Same Week Pay
• Immediate Assignments
• Bonuses
• Skills Improvement
• Work and Travel
• Medical and Dental Plan

On Campus
Dewitt Center
April 19th
10-2
399-0500

Try us this Summer!

DO YOU LIVE OFF-CAMPUS?

DO YOU WANT YOUR PICTURE IN THE YEARBOOK?

If you live off-campus and would like a picture of your house in The Milestone drop off a picture (preferably in black and white) as soon as possible at The Milestone office (behind WTHS). If you have any questions call Ben at x6568, Stephanie at x6320 or Sabrina at 392-8192.